
YOUR CATERING 

  

All your meals during the courses have been planned: breakfasts, lunches, dinners.  

We have done our utmost to offer you varied restaurants and different meals each time. We 
hope you will be delighted to taste our French food!  

We have left to you meals we will call "FREE". We couldn't impose you to eat all the time in 
restaurants. So you will be given, during your first day of training, a prepayed card with 
which you will have the possibility to shop in a supermarket next to your hall of residence. 

Please notice that we are engaged towards the restaurants, which have all already been 
paid. You must thus comply with the following programme. Thank you. 

One last thing, feel free to tell the waitress/waiter if you have any allergy. They would be 
happy to propose you any other possibility they may have. 

If you have any question about the catering during your stay in France, don't hesitate to 
contact: 

Caroline BEYAERT +33 601 720 116 caroline.beyaert@comue-lillenorddefrance.fr 

or 

Vianney DELESPAUX +33 601 713 546 vianney.delespaux@comue-lillenorddefrance.fr 
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SATURDAY  23rd JUNE 

Breakfast : Continental breakfasts delivered to your hall of residence at 8 :00 

Lunch: FLUNCH V2 
Where? In Auchan V2 Shopping Mall, VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ 
Subway "Villeneuve d'Ascq Hôtel de Ville" 
Getting here 
What? FMenu : Meal of the day / a drink / a starter or a dessert less than 2€ 
DON’T FORGET YOUR TICKET ! 
 
Dinner: Aux 5 parfums 
Where? 119 rue Nationale, Lille 
 

 

SUNDAY 24th JUNE 

Breakfast : Continental breakfast delivered to your hall of residence at 8 :00 
 
Lunch: FLUNCH V2 
Where? In Auchan V2 Shopping Mall, VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ 
Subway "Villeneuve d'Ascq Hôtel de Ville" 
Getting here 
What? FMenu : Meal of the day / a drink / a starter or a dessert less than 2€ 
DON’T FORGET YOUR TICKET ! 
 
Dinner: PIZZA PAI  
Where? In Auchan V2 Shopping Mall, VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ  
Subway "Villeneuve d'Ascq Hôtel de Ville"  
Opened from 11:00 to 21:30  
Getting here  
What? Buffet and all-you-can-eat pizza  
 

http://restaurant.flunch.fr/villeneuve-d-ascq/flunch-villeneuve-2/
http://restaurant.flunch.fr/villeneuve-d-ascq/flunch-villeneuve-2/
https://www.pizzapai.fr/restaurant/pizza-pai-villeneuve/

